2 tube 40’ ABS Containers – 2880 PSI - Available for Sale or Rental

Note – to be sold as 2 tube trailers – not all 4 tubes - due to weight restrictions outside of Ontario, Canada. Volumes & weights below are based on 2 vessels per trailer.

*Reduced - Priced to Move @ $110,000 USD per complete 2 tube assembly with trailer – will consider offers*

*Both containers, retested, with 5 axle trailer: $180K OR One container, retested, no trailer chassis – $90K USD*

Total Volumes per 2 tube container: 18720 litres / 660 cubic feet; 165,955 SCF CNG / 4699 m3; 7460 lbs / 3383 kgs.

Weights:
- Container with tubes tare ~ 42000 lbs;
- Trailer Chassis ~ 9000 lbs;
- CNG – 7460 lbs;
- Total Loaded Weight approx. 58460 lbs. With tractor will be 80,000 lbs. or less.

Dimensions: Each tube is 35 ft (10.7 m) long, and 42 in (1066 mm) in diameter. May be purchased with or without trailer for transport. Trailer not as shown. If trailer is to be supplied it will be a tandem axle, as per customer requirements/specifications. Approvals: Transport Canada TC SU 10111; US DOT-SP 15334.

Canadian permit allows: (i) gases in Class 2.2 (non flammable gases), (ii) METHANE, COMPRESSED; or NATURAL GAS, COMPRESSED with high methane content, UN1971, (iii) HYDROCARBON GAS MIXTURE, COMPRESSED, N.O.S., UN1964, or (iv) COMPRESSED GAS, FLAMMABLE, N.O.S., UN1954.

US permit allows METHANE, COMPRESSED; or NATURAL GAS, COMPRESSED with high methane content, UN1971

Note - In Canada these tubes are approved for a significantly higher water level than other vessels. (32 mg/m3 of water vapour).

Prior to delivery, the vessels and containers will be retested.

Contact: Ken or Mike Canning; sales@fibacanning.com; Phone 416-299-1142 or 905-982-0328

See below for additional photos